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FOREWORD

My colleagues and I have rarely used
such words as a "project" recently
with regards to Skolkovo in the sense
of an "initiative" or a "plan". What kind
of "plan" is this, if Skolkovo Innovation Center already exists, lives on,
and develops!

The reporting year of 2015 marked the fifth year of the
Skolkovo project. Its date of birth is considered to be September 28, 2010. It was on that day that Federal Law
No. 244 came into force, which initiated the project for creation of Skolkovo Innovation Center. And here is what I noticed: my colleagues and I have rarely used such words as a
"project" recently with regard to Skolkovo in the sense of an
"initiative" or a "plan". What kind of "plan" is this, if Skolkovo
Innovation Center already exists, lives on, and develops!
Every day, the innovation city included in the network of public transportation networks, is visited by thousands of people.
People are working hard in the now famous Hypercube, the
first operational building of the Innovation Center, and other
newly constructed buildings. The construction of the spacious industrial park and two corporate R&D centers has
been completed. Yandex Maps shows how to get to the new
streets of our city named after Zvorykin, Kulibin, Nobel,
Nikola Tesla... The main artery of the innovation city is Bolshoy Boulevard, stretching for as much as 7 kilometers,
which in 2015 was the venue of the first bike tour in the history of our city. And later this year, after the first phase of residential apartments, town houses, and cottages have been
commissioned, the city will welcome its first permanent residents. However, the most important result of our work is
rather in the fact that most of over 1,400 of our member
companies, both residing in the Innovation Center and planning to do so in the foreseeable future, have proved that
they can create promising technologies. They use 3D-bioprinters to create living organs, create innovative prosthetics
and exoskeletons, assemble mini-satellites and prepare
them for the launch... More than a half of these companies
have already started getting revenue for their intellectual
property products, which means that their technologies are
in demand on the market.
This autumn Skolkovo Innovation Center will host the 33rd
IASP World Conference – the forum, which is often called
the "Technology parks Olympic Games." Our application has
won in the sharp competition with such worthy contenders
as technology parks of Holland and Turkey. And this is a
clear demonstration of the fact that Skolkovo has become a
significant location on the world map of innovations.

Best regards,
Viktor Vekselberg,
Skolkovo Foundation President
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MACROECONOMIC
SITUATION
2015 was marked by the deterioration of the general
macroeconomic conditions determining the development
of the Russian economy. First of all, it should be noted
that the negative trends in the commodity markets, including the oil market, have remained the same. The decline in demand from key customers, a sharp increase in
offer due to emerging shale oil producers, together with
expectations of a slowdown in the global economy have
led to a record drop in oil prices over the past decade.
The crisis in the commodity markets has once again
demonstrated the high dependence of the Russian
economy on oil prices: the level of gross domestic product fell by almost 4%, the inflation rate reached 13%, the
ruble lost about 30% of its value, the investment rating of

the country dropped to the junk level. Preservation of the
sanctions regime and restrictions on technology exchange with countries of Europe and North America also
led to a slowdown in high-tech industries, depending to a
larger extent on foreign suppliers of equipment and components. However, it is important that the Russian economy has shown a high degree of flexibility and have
largely adapted to the negative conditions. By the end of
2015, the decline in industrial production had stopped or
started to increase slightly, the investment activity of companies is now recovering. In the field of foreign trade and
technological cooperation, the formation of relations with
Asia, especially with China, has intensified. Preservation
of the negative situation sets serious challenges to the

The Russian economy has shown a high degree of flexibility and have largely
adapted to the negative conditions. By the end of 2015, the decline in industrial
production had stopped or started to increase slightly, the investment activity of
companies is now recovering.
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country's economy development model, which was
formed in the last decade. The new balance of oil prices
is still debated by experts, but it is obvious that the previous resource model of the economic growth will be of low
to no use. The transition to a new growth model requires
the development of non-resource industries, and in particular – innovative sectors of the economy. The reorientation of the economy to the innovation-based models will
take time and will be impeded by high level of economic
uncertainty and limited access to external capital markets
and technologies. The crisis period of 2014-2015 not only
brought challenges, but also created new opportunities.
First of all, the fall of the ruble brought back competitiveness of industries with a high localization level, where the
biggest winners were the industries focused on products
that are in demand in the international markets. Restrictions on the import of technologies and equipment also
had a positive effect on the development of domestic innovative companies offering solutions in the areas of energy and energy efficiency, the extraction and processing
of oil and gas, information technologies, and telecommunications.

The transition to a new growth model requires the development of non-resource industries and innovative sectors of the economy. The reorientation of the economy to
the innovation-based models will take time and will be impeded by high level of economic uncertainty and limited access to external capital markets and technologies.
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SKOLKOVO DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGY AND NEW
CHALLENGES
The challenges push for greater support
of the commercialization of projects in
Skolkovo Innovation Center, including
the development of international commercialization.

VISION OF THE FOUNDATION
Russia is a technological power,
a leader in research and education

MISSION OF THE FOUNDATION
Negative development trends in the economy could not
but affect the rate of formation of the Russian innovation
system as a whole and Skolkovo ecosystem in particular.
However, it should be noted that, as of the end of 2015,
we can conclude that the chosen strategy of development
of the Innovation Center has proved viable, the target
development indicators have been achieved despite the
drastic worsening of the economic situation in the country.
The challenges push for greater support of the commercialization of projects in Skolkovo Innovation Center,
including the development of international commercialization. It is necessary to ensure that the first commercial success of Skolkovo participants become serial and
regular. Commercialization tools are the formation of competence centers – accelerators of projects (Robotics Center, Oil & Gas Center, Center for Oncology), development
of projects in collaboration with industrial partners, as well
as creation of the necessary research infrastructure and
platforms (hack spaces, laboratories, testing polygons for
technologies and solutions). The transition to commercia-
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Creation of an ecosystem favourable for business development and research in the following areas:
Energy efficiency and energy saving;
Nuclear technologies;
Space technologies;
Medical technologies;
Strategic computer technologies and software

EXPECTED RESULT
A self-developing innovation ecosystem that
ensures the creation of jobs in new companies and the influx of talented people

SKOLKOVO ECOSYSTEM

lization also suggests the expansion of the list of paid
services available to participants. The created infrastructure will be the attraction point, stimulating the participants
to move to the territory of the Innovation Center. Currently,
around 100 companies are residing in modern buildings of
Technopark office center. Until the end of 2016, a large
complex of Skolkovo Technopark buildings will be commissioned, the city will receive its first citizens – tenants of
the housing facilities. The construction of R&D centers of
Skolkovo industry partners is now ongoing. The first stage
of Boeing International Aviation Academy was put into operation in March. Last year was the beginning of the formation of the branch network of Skolkovo Innovation
Center – the Foundation's representative office was
opened in the Far East, and it was decided to establish a
representative office in China. Skolkovo ecosystem can
and must become the point of accumulation of innovative
solutions, development of technological entrepreneurship,
as well as replicating the experience to support innovative
projects in the Russian regions.

Sk

Until the end of 2016, a large complex of
Skolkovo Technopark buildings will be
commissioned, the city will receive its first
citizens – tenants of the housing facilities.
The construction of R&D centers of Skolkovo industry partners is now ongoing.
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SKOLKOVO IN THE
INNOVATION SYSTEM
OF RUSSIA

One of the important aspects of Skolkovo Innovation Center is its integration in the Russian innovation system and
coordination of activities to support projects with development institutions and industry ministries and departments.
For example, the Foundation is actively involved in shaping the promising research and development topics that
are implemented in the framework of state programs of
the Ministry of Education and Science of Russia and
Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia. One of the mechanisms of influence on the selection of promising areas is the
participation in the working groups of the National Technology Initiative project (e.g. intellectual property groups,

12

The Foundation is actively involved in
shaping the promising research and development topics that are implemented
in the framework of state programs of
the Ministry of Education and Science
of Russia and Ministry of Industry and
Trade of Russia.
AeroNet, AutoNet, NeuroNet, group on advanced manufacturing technologies). Existing development institutions
are involved in all the steps of creating an innovative product – from idea to the capital market placement. The
Foundation coordinates the interaction with partner institutions, using a wide range of mechanisms, most important
of which being cross-participation in governance bodies;
joint activities in the field of innovative and educational

SKOLKOVO ECOSYSTEM

The geography of the Skolkovo
project participants is rapidly
expanding: today they represent
65 regions of the Russian Federation.
processes; popularization of science and innovation in
Russia. Among the current participants of the Skolkovo
project, about 80 companies have also received support
from the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology. During the cooperation with the Russian Venture Company, over 15 transaction were signed for financing of the Skolkovo project
participants, the total investment of the Russian Venture

Sk

Company funds in the participating companies during
2013-2015 accounts for preliminarily over 800 million
rubles. The number of the Skolkovo project participating
companies with RUSNANO's equity participation exceeds
30, the total amount of grant projects with RUSNANO participation is more than 800 million rubles (including co-invested funds). Representatives of Skolkovo Foundation
participate in the activities of the investment committee of
RUSNANO Foundation for Infrastructure and Educational
Programs. In addition to providing support for innovative
projects, Skolkovo Foundation actively cooperates with
development institutions in the framework of joint activities
aimed both at promoting technological innovation and de-
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velopment and acceleration of startups. A good example
of joint activities of this kind is the Russian Startup Tour
conducted by Skolkovo Foundation, in which all the key
development institutions are involved, including the Federal Agency for Youth, the Russian Venture Company,
RUSNANO, the Agency for Strategic Initiatives, the Foundation for Assistance and the Association of Innovative
Regions of Russia. We can also mention a number of industry competitions, the winners of which may be eligible
for the Skolkovo project participant’s status and financial
support. For example, IoT Challenge competition, organized with the support of the Russian Venture Company
and the Foundation for the Development of Internet Initiatives, as well as Technostart competition, the jury and the
expert board of which included representatives of the
Foundation for Support of Entrepreneurial Initiatives and
VEB-Innovations Foundation. As for coordination with federal executive authorities, we can mention the participation of representatives of the federal bodies in the
Foundation Council (the Foundation Council members are
representatives of the Ministry of Finance of Russia, Ministry of Education and Science of Russia, Ministry of Economic Development of Russia and the Ministry of Industry
and Trade of Russia), and expert and advisory support for
the activities of federal agencies (e.g. in the form of participation in the development of sectoral support programs,
etc.). As part of the development of the technological entrepreneurship in the regions of Russia, Skolkovo Foundation decided to open a representative office in the Far
East. The representative office started its work in April
2015 and has already achieved the first results by bringing
promising innovation projects in the Skolkovo ecosystem.
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A good example of joint activities of this
kind is the Russian Startup Tour conducted by Skolkovo Foundation, in
which all the key development institutions are involved, including the Federal
Agency for Youth, the Russian Venture
Company, RUSNANO, the Agency for
Strategic Initiatives, the Foundation for
Assistance and the Association of Innovative Regions.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR SUB-PROGRAMME
"ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
OF SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER"
INDICATOR*

RESULT
ACTUAL 2014

645

PLAN 2015

225

ACTUAL 2015

826

ACTUAL 2014

27

ACTUAL 2015

55

Private investments attracted to Skolkovo,
including investments in participants and
Skoltech, RUB bln

ACTUAL 2014

4,5

PLAN 2015

12

ACTUAL 2015

14,8

Revenues from research activities
by the Skolkovo Project participants
(cumulative), RUB bln

ACTUAL 2014

42,3

PLAN 2015

10

ACTUAL 2015

80,5

PLAN 2015

0,5

ACTUAL 2015

2,49

PLAN 2015

40

ACTUAL 2015

51

PLAN 2015

20

ACTUAL 2015

29,5

ACTUAL 2014

5

PLAN 2015

6

ACTUAL 2015

7

IP applications for intellectual
property created at Skolkovo,
quantity
Patents granted in foreign countries,
including the United States, Europe,
and Japan, quantity

The number of publications in journals
indexed in the WEB of Science,
per 1 researcher of Skolkovo Institute of
Science and Technology, per year
The ratio of graduates of Skolkovo Institute
of Science and Technology, involved
in innovation activities, %
Integral contribution of the Skolkovo
Project to the economy of the Russian
Federation (cumulative), RUB bln

Decrease in average period of commercialization of Skolkovo participants' projects, %

*Planned values of key performance indicators for Skolkovo Foundation were established by the State subprogramme "Creation and
development of the Skolkovo Innovative Center" of the State program of the Russian Federation "Economic development and innovative economy" in August, 2013.
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STARTUPS
MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS*:

total number of
participants

1432
80.5
18,000
2100

overall revenues

billion rubles
number of created
work places

number of participating
regions of Russia

65
17.2
859

investments in startups
development

billion rubles
number of issued
patents and certificates

number of submitted applications for registration of intellectual property
objects from the participants of the Skolkovo project

DISTRIBUTION
OF PARTICIPANTS
PER CLUSTER
BIOMEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
SPACE TECHNOLOGIES
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CLUSTER
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING,
RADIATION AND NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
*Data for 2011-2015.
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1432
total number
of participants
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MECHANISMS FOR SELECTION
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
OF PROJECTS
Skolkovo Foundation has created and supported effective
mechanisms for selection and evaluation of projects applying for the Skolkovo project participant status. At the moment, the participant status can be obtained in two ways:
by applying at the Foundation's website, and having undergone the examination, or taking part in an industry competition. Since the beginning of the Skolkovo project, over
1,700 companies have been examined and received the
Skolkovo project participant status, about 10 thousand
applications have been reviewed.

The process of passing the examination and obtaining the
status is clearly formalized, the examination is carried out
by independent experts (random sampling), the list of participants in the project is open and available at the Foundation's website. The expert board of the Foundation
includes more than 680 experts, about 30% of which are
foreign experts. The high quality of the expertise is guaranteed by competent experts, they include 20 academicians
and corresponding members of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, more than 150 professors from leading Russian

In 2015, Skolkovo Foundation has
introduced a mechanism of industry
competitions, aimed at improving
the quality and target selection of
innovative projects.

The process of passing the examination and obtaining the status is clearly
formalized, the examination is carried
out by independent experts.
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STRUTURE OF EXPERTS POOL
BIOMEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER

SPACE TECHNOLOGIES AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CLUSTER
ENERGY EFFICIENCY TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER

686
experts

as of March 31, 2016

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING,
RADIATION AND NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER

PROCEDURE FOR ASSIGNMENT
OF THE PARTICIPANT STATUS
Applying through
website

Formal verification
of the project

External expertise:
independent experts,
random sampling

Verification
of the original documents

Assigning
of the participant status
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universities, more than 100 doctors of science from western
universities, and more than 150 top managers and founders
of companies. Experts are not employees of the Foundation, their identities are known neither to applicants nor to
the staff of the Foundation who work with an applicant.
In 2015, the Foundation introduced a mechanism of industry
competitions, aimed at improving the quality and target selection of innovative projects. Industry competitions are held
in partnership with the leading higher educational institutions, scientific and research organizations of the Russian
Academy of Sciences and allow to involve development institutions, industrial companies, venture investors, scientific
and educational organizations in the process of selection,
evaluation and support of projects. Selection and evaluation
of projects are carried out in a distant and face-to-face forms
by the independent jury, which is composed of academic
and business experts. The pioneers in the industrial competitions became Biomedical Technologies Cluster and Space
Technologies and Telecommunications Cluster back in
2015, which held a number of competitions:

OncoBioMed 2015: Best project in the development of
innovative technologies for the diagnosis and treatment of
cancer;
AgroBoitechnologies 2015: Best projects in the area of
horticulture, livestock farming, processing of agricultural raw
materials and digital technologies in agriculture;
NaviTerra 2015: Best investment project in the area of
navigation and Earth remote sensing;

TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS

Skonnect 2015: Best investment project in the sphere of
information and communication technologies and telecommunications.
The aim of OncoBioMed 2015, with a finale held in
November 2015, was to attract the maximum number of
promising projects aimed at combating oncology diseases.
OncoBioMed 2015 was held in cooperation with the Federal Agency for Scientific Organizations, in partnership with
the Russian Society of Clinical Oncology. For the competition, 45 applications were received, 20 finalists presented
their projects at the XIX Russian Cancer Congress,
3 projects were recognized as winners.

AgroBiotechnologies 2015 is the first competition in
Russia aimed at attracting innovative biotech projects for
agriculture and industry. The competition was held in partnership with the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology. Totally over 100 applications for participation were
filed, 4 projects were recognized as the winners. They offer
innovative solutions in the most topical areas for Russia,

Sk

such as creation of new crops and the processing of agricultural waste.

Naviterra 2015 was held for the selection of the most attractive projects in such a promising field as the development of solutions for navigation and Earth remote sensing.
Co-organizers of the competition were Samara State Aerospace University named after acad. S.P. Korolyov, VEB
Innovation Foundation, the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology,
NP GLONASS, ScanEx LLC, I2BF Global Ventures fund,
Companiya Sovzond.
Skonnect 2015 has become the largest Russian competition of innovative projects in the area of communication technologies and telecommunications. A co-organizer of the
competition was Samara State Aerospace University named
after acad. S.P. Korolyov. The jury consisted of representatives of VEB Innovation Foundation, the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in science and
technology, NP GLONASS, and I2BF Global Ventures fund.

The transition to a new growth model requires the development of non-resource industries, and innovative sectors of the economy. The reorientation of the economy to
the innovation-based models will take time and will be impeded by high level of economic uncertainty and limited access to external capital markets and technologies.
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ACCELERATION OF STARTUPS
Acceleration support is one of the critical success factors
for an innovative project. It provides for solving problems
of the organizational development of new projects, ensuring attraction of investments and finding partners
among industrial companies for the introduction and
commercialization of the created solution or technology.

International acceleration

Representatives of the Foundation
and over 10 participating companies
attended Echelon Asia Summit 2015
exhibition and held a series of important meetings with representatives of
the technology and investment community of Singapore.

22

Technologies and startups that can claim success not
only in Russia but also in the international market are of
particular importance for the Skolkovo ecosystem. In this
regard, the Foundation pays great attention to supporting
the efforts of the participating companies to enter the
markets of other countries. Support measures include
regular business missions in different countries, organization of participation in international exhibitions and
conferences, as well as specialized programs implemented in cooperation with international partners. Last
year was marked by the increased interaction of the
Foundation with Asia. In June 2015, a roadshow of
Skolkovo companies was held in Singapore. Representatives of the Foundation and over 10 participating companies attended Echelon Asia Summit 2015 exhibition and
held a series of important meetings with representatives
of the technology and investment community of Singapore. The main purpose of the roadshow is, for the first
time, to present Russian projects in the market of Southeast Asia. Echelon Asia Summit is the largest Asian inno-

TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS
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vation forum, which is attended by representatives of
investors and industrial companies of this region: Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, and Hong
Kong. In 2015, for the first time in the history of the Foundation, a roadshow of Skolkovo startups was held in
India. 12 projects of the IT and telecommunications cluster were presented at IndiaSoft-2015 IT conference.
Indian companies were particularly interested in the
Russian specialized software for the oil and gas industry
of Rock Flow Dynamics startup.
An example of successfully implemented international
projects is the program that Skolkovo Foundation has
been implementing in partnership with Houston Technology Center. In 2015, 14 companies participating in the
Skolkovo project took part in the program, 4 startups decided to establish representative offices in the United
States of America.

Pilot acceleration project
In 2015, a pilot program to address the acceleration of
the most promising participants was launched in
Skolkovo Foundation. In the framework of the program,
portfolios from 10-15 companies in 3 intercluster areas
were formed: information technologies and telecommunications, industrial projects and biomedical projects. Directors for acceleration carried out a detailed selection of
participating companies, prepared individual development plans and started to support their implementation.
At the end of 2015 the program has already brought its
first results – 4 participants of the program have increased revenues by 190 million rubles, and additional
investments worth 200 million rubles were attracted.

As part of the targeted acceleration
of the program, portfolios from 10-15
companies in 3 intercluster areas
were formed: information technologies and telecommunications, industrial projects and biomedical
projects.

23
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MENTOR PROGRAM
The Mentor program of Skolkovo Foundation helps the
project participants receive recommendations and feedback from experts and technology entrepreneurs. The
program was launched in July 2014. To date, the mentors
community at Skolkovo has already reached nearly 200
members, whereas more than 130 mentor-startup pairs
were created.
Participation in the program implies the formation of a development plan, regular meetings, as well as expert support from a mentor during the project implementation. The
program proved relevant and important for the development of companies, the main result of interaction with
mentors was the correction of startup project visions and
target markets.

RESULTS OF THE MENTOR PROGRAM

213

152

participating
mentors

131

a participant's
startup

mentor-protégé
pair

3.5 STEPS TO SUCCESS
For the mentor

1

Fill out the
application form
at mentor.sk.ru

2

Obtain approval
by Skolkovo
experts

3

Select
a startup

Like each
other

For a startup

1

24

Become
a resident
of Skolkovo

2

Fill out the
application form
at mentor.sk.ru

3

Choose
a mentor

TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS
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Boris Vainzikher
General Director
KES-Holding, mentor at Skolkovo Foundation

"I want to have more successful people in
Russia. I have a well-developed technical
sense, as well as large technical and economic experience. I hope it can be useful for
startups, that are only at the beginning of the
career."

Masato Nakamura
Vice-President of Panasonic Russia

"I would like to contribute to Skolkovo
startups with all my international knowledge
and experience. I also consider the high
potential of Skolkovo startups for possible
cooperation with Panasonic and
implementation of joint projects."

Alexander Kuleshov
Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Skoltech President, mentor at Skolkovo Foundation

"I did everything, looked for investments, provided investments on behalf of foundations and
myself, gave consultations, founded startups,
sold startups... My motivation is philanthropic.
I do not wait for anything, but I am ready to
share the knowledge."

25
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT TOOLS –
MICROGRANTS
Experience in the implementation of the grant support program by Skolkovo Foundation showed that a significant part
of innovation projects are faced with the need to attract small
amounts of financing to solve current research problems. In
order to expand the number of support tools, the Foundation
launched a program of microgrant funding in summer 2015.
The program operates in 4 areas:
prototyping,
testing,
intellectual property protection,
participation in conferences and exhibitions.

A key advantage of the microgrant funding
program is the speed of its implementation
and simplified procedure for obtaining
(compared with minigrants and grants).

26

A key advantage of the program of microgrant funding is the
speed of its implementation and simplified procedure for obtaining (compared with minigrants and grants). The maximum
size of a microgrant is 1.5 million rubles, while a participant
may file several application for a microgrant during the year.
The program proved extremely popular among startups:
since the start of the program, for 5 months of 2015, about
500 applications were received, and 90 microgrants were
issued, which is nearly half of the total amount of grants
approved by the Foundation for 2015.

TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS
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SKOLKOVO
OPEN
UNIVERSITY
ECOSYSTEM INTERACTION WITH YOUNG SCIENTISTS
AND ENTREPRENEURS
Skolkovo Open University (SOU) is a program of
Skolkovo Foundation on attraction, engagement and integration of students, graduate students, young scientists
with scientific technological and business competencies
in the innovation ecosystem of Russia. SOU organizes
and conducts programs and individual activities aimed at
promotion of the culture of innovative entrepreneurship
and commercialization skills. SOU partners are the Federal Agency for Scientific Organizations, the Ministry of
Education and Science of Russia, development institutions, universities, Russian and international companies –
market leaders. During 2015, more than 1,200 students,
graduate students and young scientists from leading universities and research centers, employees of technology
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During 2015, more than 1,200 students, graduate students and young scientists from
leading universities and research centers, employees of technology startups, young
entrepreneurs and engineers not only from Russia but also from the CIS countries
attended the activities and programs of SOU.
startups, young entrepreneurs and engineers not only
from Russia but also from the CIS countries attended the
activities and programs of SOU. For trainings in the area
of Technological entrepreneurship and innovation developments, SOU organized Global Challenges program,
the educational summit EduChanging (together with
Autodesk), a program of development and bringing to the
market of new drugs Pharma's Cool (together with the
Biomedical Technologies Cluster, First Moscow Medical
University named after I.M. Sechenov, Pfizer, Sanofi,
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Biomarin, Bayer and Khimrar), BioMedTekh job fair for
young professionals, "The launch kit" course for
Skolkovo residents. In 2015, 6 projects of SOU programs
graduates received the participant status of the Skolkovo
project – those are Mobile Space Systems, SC Motors,
PDFingerprint, KMG PhotoBot, Intelligent tonometer
smartBPM, Intelligence Software LLC. To prepare managerial personnel reserve in the area of commercialization
of research activities for research institutions and universities of Russia, together with the Federal Agency for

TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS

Scientific Organizations, Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living
Abroad, and International Humanitarian Cooperation, the
Russian Venture Company and corporate partners, the
program "Community of Young Scientists and Professionals of Russia and the CIS" was implemented. The
key events of the program were SOU Winter School for
leaders of technology projects "Challenge Up!" and Summer School for Young Scientists "Science as a business," conference "National Technology Initiative:
opportunities for research organizations," Science Week
in Moscow, forum of CIS scientists, competition of Science Focus projects, a series of regional youth conferences and educational programs for forecasting,
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commercialization and innovation activities. In order to
promote innovation and entrepreneurial activities,
Skolkovo Open University co-organized the Russian finale of the global competition of student teams "Imagine
Cup", conducted by Microsoft, partner of the 5th International Festival of Films on Science and technologies
"3600", Days of scientific cinema and Festival of contemporary scientific movies, TEDxMoscow conference
organized by FUNK Skolkovo cinema club, held 7
SkolkovoDay guest events for the youth delegations from
JSC Gazprom, MGIMO University, Russian State University of oil and gas named after I.M. Gubkin, International
School for Entrepreneurship and Business Engineering
3.0, and others.

NUMBER AND GEOGRAPHY OF SOU PARTICIPANTS

event
participants

SOU
participants

cities
in Russia

44,000 746 63

countries
of the world

6

The key events of the program were SOU Winter School for leaders of technology
projects "Challenge Up!" and Summer School for Young Scientists "Science as a
business," conference "National Technology Initiative: opportunities for research organizations," and others.
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BIOMEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE CLUSTER

total number
of participants

287
3,893
156
162

cluster participants’
earnings

mln rubles

intellectual
property applications

patents and certificates
for IP objects

1,673
1,698
13

work
places

investments in the
participants' activities

mln rubles

participants with international
sales
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BIOTECHNOLOGIES
IN AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY

Introduction of domestic innovations in the area of
biotechnology in agriculture is essential for further development of the agro-industrial complex of Russia and ensuring food security. Creating a new direction within the
Biomedical Technologies Cluster is aimed at responding
to this request by providing comprehensive support to participants of the innovation process.

Roman Kulikov, head of direction
"Biotechnologies in agriculture and industry"
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The official presentation of the new direction "Biotechnologies in agriculture and industry" was held in autumn of
2015 at the event "Day of Agro at Skolkovo." Whereas 2
initial partnership agreements were signed between
Skolkovo Foundation and the Russian State Agrarian University – Moscow Agricultural Academy named after
K.A.Timiryazev and the agricultural holding "Akashevo."

"Bringing entrepreneurs and
research teams engaged in
biotechnologies in agriculture in its
orbit, Skolkovo Foundation sets an
ambitious task – to coordinate the
efforts of various development institutions, both Russian and international, to ensure the
implementation of scientific ideas
into industrial agriculture and
biotechnologies in Russia. We see
activation in the creation of Russian
and international innovative
biotechnology projects and the
need for new technologies by
Russian agricultural and biotechnology companies, and we plan to
become a platform for support and
development of these projects."

BIOMED

Minister of Agriculture of Russia Alexander Tkachev told in
his message to "Day of Agro at Skolkovo" participants
about the need to bring together the representatives of
science, industry and business for the development of
agricultural technologies. Representatives of two first
companies in the direction of "Biotechnologies in agriculture and industry" were awarded crystal blocks – symbols

Sk

of the Skolkovo project participant status. They are
Bioamid (development of a comprehensive micronutrient
food addition) and Funghipack (development of biocontrol
medicines of the new generation). AgroBiotechnologies2015 – an industry competition – was held at the end of
2015. Its key objective was to attract a wide range of relevant projects of the new direction of Skolkovo Foundation.

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES OF THE
BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
Medical equipment and pharmacy development
technologies:
materials, equipment and products providing
structural and functional changes, as well as the
visualization of biological tissues, organs and cells;
development of drugs and therapeutic agents;
omics technologies and bioinformatics;
cell and tissue therapy.
Biotechnologies in agriculture and industrial
biotechnology:
plant agriculture;
livestock and aquaculture innovations;
industrial microbiology and biotechnology;
innovations in processing of agricultural products;
forestry and forest technologies.
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INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE CLUSTER

total number
of participants

450
28,241
239
203

cluster participants’
earnings

mln rubles

intellectual property
applications

patents and certificates
for IP objects

12,076
2,123
98

work
places

investments in the
participants' activities

mln rubles

participants with international
sales
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES CENTER

Vasily Ryzhonkov,
Head of the Mobile Technologies Center

The Mobiletech Center was established in early 2015 to
attract and support startups in the area of mobile technologies. Today about 50 projects are being worked on in
the Mobiletech Center, aimed at creation of products and
solutions in areas such as the Internet of Things, humanmachine interfaces, platforms and applications for mobile,
embedded and portable electronics, augmented and virtual reality technologies.
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"The Center of mobile technologies
(Mobiletech Center) is not just a
technological trend, but a set of acceleration programs and the necessary infrastructure, which allows us
to called it a center.
We combine the projects on the
basis of the subject area and therefore offer our programs not only for
startups from IT-cluster, but also,
for example, for Space or Biomed
clusters, if they have products related to portable electronics, mobile
applications and platforms, devices
in the area of the Internet of things,
and human-machine
interface."

There are a coworking area and hack spaces in the
Center, several acceleration programs are being implemented. The joint program of Skolkovo and IdealMachine
venture fund is focused on early startups for creation of
mobile hardware and software technologies for international markets and designed to test business models of
the projects and their first sales. It lasts 4 months and includes 60 days of individual work with the project, a

IT
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chance to attract investments of up to 220 thousand dollars and to enter international markets through a network
of partnerships. The acceleration program of the Mobiletech Center and HaxAsia is intended for hardware
projects in Moscow and Singapore and is the only Russian hardware acceleration program that ensures access
to markets and the launch of production in Asian countries. It is also possible to obtain preseed investments of
25-220 thousand dollars and go to the next rounds of financing from the network of partners in Russia, Singapore, and the United States. In the framework of the
program, more than 170 projects were reviewed, 7 projects were accelerated.

There are a coworking area and hack
spaces in the Mobiletech Center,
several acceleration programs are
being implemented.

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES OF THE
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
Research and development for IT:
audio, video and image search, recognition
and processing engines;
means and environments for development and testing;
development of communication and navigation technologies;
means of data storage, processing, transmission
and display;
development of high-throughput computing systems and
data storage systems.
Applications and new technologies in IT:
safe information technologies;
mobile, built-in and portable devices and
associated software;
processing and analysis of large data arrays;
new developments in computer graphics and
gamification;
intelligent robotics and autonomous vehicles;
cloud technologies and services;
new design, development and control systems.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGIES
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CLUSTER
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE CLUSTER

total number
of participants

170
1,143
51
90

participants’
earnings

mln rubles

intellectual
property applications

patents and certificates for IP objects

925
549
10

work
places

investment in participants'
activities

mln rubles

participants with international
sales
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SKOLKOVO CENTER FOR ORBITAL
LAUNCHES
"The lack of opportunities to launch

Alexey Belyakov,
Head of the Space Technologies and
Telecommunications Cluster

The production and launch of small spacecraft (SSC) is
one of the most rapidly growing segments of the commercial space exploration. CubeSat type satellites, which
are used for scientific purposes and testing of advanced
technologies in low Earth orbits, are particularly popular
among SSC. While a little more than 160 SSC were
launched in the world in 2008-2014, more than 2,000
launches are forecast for 2015-2020.
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small spacecraft into orbit is more
and more clear every year. Launch
waiting time is a year at best. Taking into account the fact that they
are delivered to orbit basically as a
chance cargo, there is no question
of regularity and stability of
launches.
We are establishing the Center for
Orbital Launches in Skolkovo just to
take the edge off the problem with
launches and to spur the development of small spacecraft in Russia.
And, what is important, we are
doing it the close cooperation with
the Russian Federal Space Agency
and thanks to its full support. Without this support the project could
hardly have been realized.
The scope of competencies of the
Skolkovo Center for Orbital
Launches will include all stages –
from the search for customers and
marketing through to the organization and conduct of the launch
campaign at the cosmodrome. We
want, firstly, to create a market
service for small spacecraft manufacturers, and, secondly, to enable
Russian manufacturers to launch
their products on Russian launch
vehicles. This project is conceived
as an international one. If a foreign
company turns to us with a request
to launch their CubeSat using our
Сenter, we will certainly offer it
such an opportunity, but it will be
based on commercial rates. Russian companies will be offered
benefits."

SPACE
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The project to establish the Skolkovo Center for Orbital
Launches (SCOL) was launched in the Skolkovo Foundation in order to build competencies in the manufacture,
launch and operation of SSC. It was developed by the
Space Technologies and Telecommunications Cluster in
partnership with the Russian Federal Space Agency. The
Center will establish a CubeSat launch system in the
form of chance payloads at launches of Progress-MS
cargo spacecraft for purposes of the International Space
Station.
The main objective of the SCOL is to organize launches
of SSC into low orbit (400 km) in the interests of students, research organizations and small businesses.
Baikonur Cosmodrome will be used as the spacecraft
launching site. In late 2015 an agreement was signed for
the first orbital launch of a satellite manufactured by the
Moscow Aviation Institute (National Research University)
that is the key Russian institution of higher education
training specialists in the field of aviation and rocket production. The spacecraft designed by the Moscow Aviation Institute is intended for scientific research and is
equipped with modern equipment for remote sensing of
the atmosphere and Earth's surface.

In 2015 an agreement was signed for
the first orbital launch of a satellite
manufactured by the Moscow Aviation
Institute that is a key Russian institution of higher education training specialists in the field of aviation and
rocket production.

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE SPACE
TECHNOLOGIES AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CLUSTER OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
navigation and geo-information products and services;
space technologies;
aviation technologies, including unmanned aerial vehicles;
telecommunications technologies;
new materials and technological solutions
for the aerospace industry.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
TECHNOLOGIES
CLUSTER
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE CLUSTER

total number
of participants

334
4,308
308
325

participants’
earnings

mln rubles

intellectual property
applications

2,547
1,460
17

patents and certificates for IP objects

work
places

investment in
participants' activities

mln rubles

participants with international
sales
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SKOLKOVO
OIL AND GAS CENTER
The purpose of establishing the Skolkovo Oil and Gas Center is the formation of a single industry center to increase
the level of support of startups at all stages from attracting
investment through to entering foreign markets. The number of oil and gas companies in the Foundation increased
by over 30% in 2015 and amounted to about 100 participants. Some of the new startups were launched by project
teams that already had the status of the Skolkovo Foundation participants. For example, UNIKAT established two
new startups in 2015 for commercialization of certain tech-

Marat Zaydullin,
Head of the Skolkovo
Oil and Gas Center

"Today, foreign technologies play a significant and – in some cases – a key
role in the production of oil and gas in Russia. Developments of Skolkovo
participants are intended to change this situation. We are going to form a
cluster of oil service companies around Skolkovo that will provide a full range
of services for support, exploration and drilling, and we have a good basis for
this. A number of our residents are working on unique technologies that were
previously available only in the import regime.
Currently, the development of new technologies and promotion of startups in
the oil industry is no less urgent than before the decline in oil prices.
Of course, mining companies have reduced investment in new and capitalintensive projects, but the need for improvement of the effectiveness of the
development of existing fields has only increased in the conditions of low oil
prices. And it is impossible to improve effectiveness without new
technologies."
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nologies developed within the project to increase the effectiveness of oil refining, for which it received a grant in 2012.
The Center actively cooperates with leading Russian oil
and gas companies and research organizations.
In 2015, a large-scale two-day conference "Skolkovo Petroleum" was held for the first time, and it was attended by
more than 300 professionals and managers of key companies in the industry. Currently, the Skolkovo Oil and Gas
Center is creating a network of Russian independent testing oil grounds, which will allow access to both the
Skolkovo startups and third-party companies. Testing in
real conditions, alongside with fund-raising, is a key issue
for startups in the field of oil and gas technologies. One of
the important activities of the Skolkovo Oil and Gas Center
in 2016 will be to support projects of Skolkovo participants
in the international markets. The first successes have
already been achieved, for example, a strategic alliance
between Skolkovo participant RRT and international
engineering company KBR was established.

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES
OF THE ENERGY
EFFICIENCY TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
electric and heat energy generation
technologies;
energy transmission, distribution, storage
and conversion technologies;

In 2015, a large-scale conference
"Skolkovo Petroleum" was held for
the first time, and it was attended
by more than 300 professionals and
managers of key companies
in the industry.
hydrocarbons mining, transportation and storage
technologies;
technologies of oil, gas and coal chemistry;
energy consumption efficiency.
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING,
RADIATION AND NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE CLUSTER

191
580
72
79

total number
of participants

participants’
earnings

mln rubles

intellectual property
applications

patents and certificates for IP objects

762
313
11

work
places

investment in
participants' activities

mln rubles

participants with international
sales
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ADVANCED
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGIES
The advanced industrial countries, such as the USA,
Germany, Japan and later China, have actually made a
transition to the "digital production" in different industries
and are rapidly increasing the economic attractiveness of
additive technologies. In Germany, this movement is
united around the "Industry 4.0" platform that brought together 60 leading German industrial companies. In the
US, the concentration of effort and the establishment of a

Alexander Fertman,
Director for Science of the Advanced Manufacturing,
Radiation and Nuclear Technologies Cluster
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network cooperation are taking place around the National Industrial Innovation Institute. The interest in a
complex of advanced production technology in Russia is
connected with the desire of industrial players to take on
a part of the global high-tech market, which requires a
constant "customization" of solutions. Also, it is necessary to ensure the global competitiveness of industrial
products in terms of quality and cost. Therefore, most

"A comprehensive approach to
the development of production
that is defined by the term of
"advanced manufacturing technology" is a response to an
increasing complexity of the production systems resulting from a
constant competition of industrial
companies in the hi-tech market.
Now, it is one of the key areas of
the development of engineering
industry that can dramatically improve the efficiency of both the
production and operation and
service of individual products and
complex systems. New production
technologies are characterized by
distinctive features, such as the
presence of adaptive and network
production systems, dynamic production and commodity chains, involvement of digital technologies
and virtualization, usage of additive technologies."

NUCLEAR

large and medium-sized companies are looking for quality solutions for individual elements of advanced manufacturing technologies (design, simulation, new materials
and designs, additive technology, quality control) and for
integrated complexes in general.
The Skolkovo Nuclear Technologies, New Industrial
Processes and Materials Cluster has become the center
for consolidation of projects and companies specializing
in the development and application of advanced production technology. Among Skolkovo participants, we can

Sk

mention "Anizoprint" (developing additive manufacture
technologies for products of composite materials reinforced with neoprene fibers), "Rustek" (developing a new
material production technology, employing the effects of
structural superplasticity to manufacture semiconductors), "Tempo" (performing engineering work in the field
of additive manufacturing, laser welding and thermal
spray coatings) – all of them create solutions in partnership with the world leaders in their fields and with an eye
on global markets.

INNOVATIVE PRIORITIES OF THE ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING, RADIATION AND NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES CLUSTER OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
industrial technologies using the developments
of nuclear science;
technologies for use of radiation and electromagnetic
fields;
technologies for the development, modification
and qualification of materials;
technologies for machine building, instrument
making and new microelectronics;
technologies for design, development, simulation,
and engineering of complex facilities and systems.
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INDUSTRIAL

COMPANIES
Industrial companies play a key role in the development of
the Skolkovo ecosystem. First of all, the partners conduct
scientific research activities at the premises of the Innovation Center, establishing R&D centers and forming the
necessary scientific research and laboratory infrastructure. They are also actively involved in the organization of
industrial competitions, providing financial, organizational
and mentoring support. In addition, the industrial partners
ensure the commercialization of technology and products
of startups in the form of ready-to-use industrial solutions.
Currently, partners of the Skolkovo Foundation include 66
Russian and international companies. As part of the interaction with partners, an important Foundation's activity is
to ensure the occupancy of Skolkovo's office and laboratory infrastructure created and to support the transfer of
R&D centers' activity to the premises of the Innovation
Center. During 2015, the number of such centers doubled
and amounted to 9. They are centers of EMC2, Dauria,
Technoserv, Intel, KAMAZ, Tatneft, TMK, Panasonic
and Morton.
In 2015, 19 new partners signed agreements with the
Skolkovo Foundation to establish R&D centers, including
3 international companies that are leaders in their industries: LIMO, Fanuc и Fortum. Among new Russian partners, we can mention Human Stem Cell Institute that will

In 2015, 19 new partners signed agreements with the Skolkovo Foundation to
establish R&D centers, including 3 international companies.

ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SKOLKOVO ECOSYSTEM

>300

66

companies participating
in the Skolkovo ecosystem

companies planning to set up
R&D centers in Skolkovo

9

>6,000

R&D

centers
companies participating
in the Skolkovo ecosystem

52

persons

planned number of employees
in R&D centers
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Renova Group were the first to start the
construction of an office and laboratory
complex. The construction of the
Renova Lab building is completed,
the center will be commissioned in the
near future.
build a unique cell technology center and establish the
largest Russian biobank in Skolkovo, and agricultural
holding of Akashevo that became the first partner in the
area "Biotechnology in Agriculture."
The interaction of the ecosystem with industrial companies is an important area of development of the commercialization of startups' developments. In 2015, over 250
projects were submitted to industrial companies, 61 pitch
sessions and 7 Days of Open Innovation were held.
Skolkovo startups were able to achieve over 130 commercial successes, including signing of about 50 commercial
contracts, to implement over 40 pilot implementations, and
receive over 30 orders for R&D.
In 2016, R&D centers of industrial companies will be
launched in Skolkovo's premises. Renova Group were the
first to start the construction of an office and laboratory
complex. The construction of the Renova Lab building is
completed, the center with an area of 27 thousand m2 will
be commissioned in the near future. The key partner
zone will be located in the building of the IT Cluster (Information Technologies and Telecommunications Cluster)
near the Gallery business center and Skolkovo
Technopark on their western side. The IT Cluster was designed by the French architect firm of Valode & Pistre.
Currently, in situ concrete works are carried out in the
upper floors. Its total area is over 120 thousand m2, and
it will accommodate about 6,000 employees. The building of the complex will meet the LEED Silver environmental standard. The R&D center of Tatneft is being
constructed on the south side of the Technopark office
center. The center will be a modern building with a total
area of 10 thousand m2 of Class A with five floors, one of
which is underground. The commissioning of the building
is scheduled for 2017.
The building of the Scientific and Technical Center of the
Pipe Metallurgical Company (TMK STC) is one of the
core facilities in the north of the Innovation Center. It is in
the stages of the beginning of construction and installation works. The Class A building with a total area of
15 thousand m2 will accommodate office spaces and
classrooms, laboratories, the area of which will be about
10 thousand m2. The TMK STC in the Skolkovo is intended to become a key element of the R&D infrastructure of TMK.

Currently, Skolkovo is preparing to open
the International Aviation Academy, the
first aviation training center in Russia
and the CIS.

Currently, Skolkovo is preparing to open the International
Aviation Academy, the first aviation training center in Russia and the CIS. The Academy will train pilots and engineering staff for management and maintenance of Boeing
aircraft. The building of the Aviation Training Center is located in the southern part of the Skolkovo innovation center near the Renova Lab. The construction is completed, it
is expected that the Center will begin its work in 2016.
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INVESTMENT

COMMUNITY
Following the results of 2015, the number of deals aimed at the attraction of
investment exceeded 35.

Access to venture financing is one of the key factors of
success of an innovative project. In this context, the
Foundation is actively working on the formation and development of the investment community around the
Skolkovo ecosystem. Members of the investment community are not the only venture capital funds focused on
projects in mature stages, but also a large number of
business angels that are ready to support startups in
early stages.
At the end of 2015, the list of accredited venture capital
funds included 46 companies, the volume of soft commitments of which amounted to almost 35 billion rubles.
Despite the negative economic situation, 8 new funds
were attracted in 2015, including the fund of Cybernaut
investment group from China, which was a milestone in
the development of relations with partners from SouthEast Asia. Following the results of 2015, the number of
deals aimed at the attraction of investment exceeded 35.

PERFORMANCE OF THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY

46

accredited venture
funds

34.7

billion
roubles

amount of "soft"
commitments of investors

>140
56

>200

members of the Skolkovo
Business Angels Club

5.7

billion
roubles

"firm" commitments
of investors

participants supported by money
of accredited funds

INVESTMENT COMMUNITY

The key deals include the attraction of the second round
of investment into RoboCV – developer of intelligent autopilot systems. Several accredited funds have become
investors of the project, including Columbus Nova,
Almaz Capital, as well as funds managed by I2BF
Global Ventures and VTB Capital Investment Management. In addition, we may note a deal to attract investment into GeoCV from the pool of investors, including
Emery Captial, Starta Capital and Rothenberg Ventures.
The company develops mobile application for obtaining
3D-models of objects and rooms using mobile devices.
The investments will be used for the development of the
beta and pilot version of the product and launching it in
the US market.
The platform for the interaction between investors of
early stages is the Skolkovo Business Angels Club,
whose active members already include more than 200
people. SBAC also serves as a catalyst for the development of regional investment communities: in 2015, almost half of 15 meetings of the club took place in the
cities of the Russian Startup Tour 2015. This tradition
was successfully continued in the framework of the
Russian Startup Tour 2016.
Meetings and presentations of Skolkovo Business Angels Club provide an opportunity for interaction between
investors and projects from different regions, allow
projects to get feedback from investors and attract
much-needed funding.
The critical mass of business angels has been formed,
which will allow moving to more targeted interaction with
them in 2016.
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The platform for the interaction between
investors of early stages is the Skolkovo
Business Angels Club, whose active
members already include more than
200 people.
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SKOLKOVO INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY CENTER
Commercialization of innovative projects and entering international markets are impossible without ensuring quality protection of rights to results of intellectual activity. The
Skolkovo Intellectual Property Center (Skolkovo IPC) provides services in the area of protection of intellectual
property and deal support.
Since it was established more than 1,000 applications for
registration of intellectual property objects and more than

180 international patent applications for foreign patents in
the framework of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
were filed via the Skolkovo IPC. One in four Skolkovo
members is a client of the IPC.
Over the past two years, IPC lawyers supported and
successfully closed more than 120 deals of Skolkovo
participants for the total amount exceeding RUB
3 billion.

In early 2016, the Russian office of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) moved to the premises of the Skolkovo Innovation Center and is the fifth
representative office of the WIPO in the world and the only one in Europe and
the former Soviet Union. Applications under the PCT procedure ensure
the protection of applicants' inventions in almost 150 countries.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE SKOLKOVO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CENTER

>1,000
76 %

IP applications filed by participants
via the Skolkovo IPC

growth of the number
of applications filed
via the Skolkovo IPC in 2015

>400

Skolkovo Project participant
companies are clients of the
Skolkovo IPC

>120 deals

>3 bln roubles

closed with the support
of the Skolkovo IPC lawyers

value of closed transactions
supported by Skolkovo IPC lawyers

The key annual events of the
Skolkovo IPC: Deal Designer that
brought together more than 200
participants in 2015, and Patent
School that was held for the second
time and brought together more
than 700 participants.

The Skolkovo IPC works not only with Skolkovo startups,
but also with international companies, such as Siemens,
LG, EADS, ZTE, Samsung, as well as with venture capital
funds and business angels. The Skolkovo IPC regularly
organizes free training events for potential clients, partners and students on the fundamentals of intellectual
property, structuring and deal conclusion and support.
The key annual events include Deal Designer that
brought together more than 200 participants in 2015,
and Patent School that was held for the second time and
brought together more than 700 participants.
In early 2016, the Russian office of the World Intellectual
Property Organization moved to the premises of the
Skolkovo Innovation Center and is the fifth representative office of the World Intellectual Property Organization
in the world and the only one in Europe and the former
Soviet Union. Applications under the PCT procedure ensure the protection of applicants' inventions in almost
150 countries. Accommodation of the World Intellectual
Property Organization representative office in the premises of the Skolkovo will intensify the work on the protection of intellectual property of Skolkovo startups abroad.
The Innovation Center is already playing a significant
role in shaping the flow of international patent
applications. It is expected that in 2016 Skolkovo
participants applications will amount to approximately
10% of the total Russian Patent Cooperation Treaty
applications.
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SKOLKOVO INSTITUTE
OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
The Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology
(Skoltech) is the core of the educational infrastructure of
the Skolkovo ecosystem. The Institute was established in
2011 with the participation of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and its work based on the experience of the
best Russian and international educational and research
institutions. A particular emphasis in Skoltech
educational programs is made on teaching business skills
and innovative activity. Last year, 4 years since the foundation of the Institute, there were two landmark events for
Skoltech: the first graduates and the Institute's move to a
new building to the Technopark office center in the
Skolkovo Innovation Center.
Skoltech continues its dynamic development, the number
of its professors has reached 60, more than 70% of them
are engaged from foreign universities, more than 300 masters and PG students are studying on 5 master's programs
and 7 PG programs. 9 Centers for Research, Education,
and Innovation have been established that conduct scientific research activities and implement projects ordered by
industrial companies.

SKOLKOVO INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN FIGURES

60

315

professors
and tutors

master's and
PG students
professors engaged
from foreign
universities

70%
>50%
64

19%
foreign
students

9

science, research
and education
centers

students involved in innovative projects
and startups

SKOLTECH

The innovative orientation of Skoltech with the focus on
the commercialization was confirmed by the signing of a license for technology transfer with Quantum Systems. The
technology developed by Skoltech students allows unmanned airborne vehicles to navigate in space and to control the engines and other elements.
In 2015, the President of Skoltech, Professor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Edward Crawley decided to resign from his post. The Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of Skoltech Arkady Dvorkovich highly praised
Mr Crowley's tenure as the Skoltech President. He noted
that "under the leadership of Edward Crowley Skoltech has
grown and has become a good young university, has
achieved performance comparable to the achievements of
the leading universities of the world... Edward has brought
to Skoltech his extensive successful experience in the establishment and development of educational and innovative projects." After his resigning from Skoltech, Edward
Crowley will continue his participation in its development
as the Honorary Founding President of the Institute.
The Board of Trustees of the Institute formed a committee
to find a successor to Edward Crowley, who suggested
that the Board of the Institute should recommend the
founders to approve the candidacy of the Academician of
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the Russian Academy of Sciences, Director of the
A.A. Kharkevich Institute for Information Transmission
Problems (IITP RAS) Alexander Kuleshov. Alexander
Kuleshov is an expert in the field of information technologies and mathematical modelling. In 2006, A.P. Kuleshov
was elected Director of the IITP RAS. He is the Chairman
of the Academic Council of the IITP RAS, Chairman of the
Doctoral Dissertation Council at the IITP RAS, Head of the
basic Department of Transmission and Processing of Information of the Moscow Physical-Technical Institute of the
Russian Academy of Sciences in the IITP RAS, the author
and co-author of 54 scientific works, including 4 monographs. Alexander Kuleshov is a member of the international publishing board of the journal "Problems of the
Theory and Practice of Management," member of the Coordinating Council on Innovation and Intellectual Property
of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Edward Crowley welcomed the appointment of his successor A. Kuleshov: "Alexander Kuleshov is one of the world's
leading scientists, he has the highest professional reputation and the respect of his colleagues. Alexander has been
a member of the Board of Trustees of the Institute for 4
years, and he understands and shares the priorities in the
development of Skoltech like no one else."

Last year, 4 years since the foundation of the Institute, there were two
landmark events for Skoltech: the first graduates and the Institute's move
to a new building to the Technopark office center in the Skolkovo
Innovation Center.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

INNOVATION

CITY

Skolkovo is not just a research center or technopark, it
is a full-fledged city, in which it is planned to provide full
conditions for life, conduction of scientific research while
creating a high-quality and attractive urban environment.
The first projects appeared in the premises of the Innovation Center back in 2012, today the city continues to
grow and is filled with life.
One of the key tasks of the Innovation City development
in the near future is to ensure that startups and industrial companies move to its premises, and the office and
laboratory, social and household infrastructure is
launched in full. Even now, more than 100 participant
companies and 9 R&D centers of industrial partners are
accommodated in the premises of the Skolkovo Innovation Center. In autumn 2015, the Skolkovo Institute of
Science and Technology began classes with students in
the Technopark office center, and is preparing to move
to its permanent building in 2017. 2016 will see a quali-
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2016 will see a qualitative change in the
level of development of infrastructure
of the Innovation City.

INNOVATION CITY

tative change in the level of development of infrastructure of the Innovation City. First of all, the Skolkovo
Technopark will be put into operation that will become
the core of the office and laboratory infrastructure of the
center. Also, the construction of phase 1 of the residential areas of Technopark will be completed soon, which
will allow innovators to live within a walking distance
from offices and laboratories. Facilities of industrial partners of the Skolkovo Foundation, Renova Lab and the
International Aviation Academy, will work at their full capacity for the first time.
The transfer of scientific research participants to the territory of the Innovation Center is one of the key conditions of the Skolkovo project. From January 1, 2016,
location in the premises of the Skolkovo is a condition
for obtaining the status of a project participant. One of
the keys to the success of the city created is the level of
development of transport infrastructure and communications with Moscow. At the moment, there is regular bus
service with three metro stations (Slavyansy Boulevard,
Kuntsevskaya and Troparevo), with the town of
Odintsovo in the Moscow Region and the railway station
of Trekhgorka of the Belarusian direction. Commissioning of multifunctional transport interchange hub will enable to increase the transport accessibility of the city to
a new level. Comfortable high-speed trains will carry
passengers from Belorussky Railway Station to the sta-
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tion in less than 25 minutes. In February 2016, the constructors mounted the main overpass over Minsk Highway, the completion of construction of the bridge is
scheduled for late 2016. The launch of a full rail connection is scheduled for 2018.
Along with the creation of office and laboratory infrastructure, it is planned to create the Moscow International Medical Cluster in the premises of Skolkovo. Its
tasks will include the provision of medical care, promote
the development of medical drugs, medical technologies
and products, development of medical education, conducting a variety of research in the field of health and international health cooperation. Phase 1 of the pilot
project of the Moscow International Medical Cluster with
an area of 13 thousand m2 will be launched in 2017. According to the plan, the total area ofthe Moscow International Medical Cluster will be 450,000 m2.
Speaking about the creation of the Innovative City, it
would be a great mistake to consider Skolkovo only as a
set of buildings and structures. First of all, the Innovation City should be the all-Russian center of innovation
with its own culture, traditions and way of life.
Even now, the Technopark business center is surrounded by a landscaped park filled with works of art by
contemporary artists. Several art projects have been implemented in the premises of Skolkovo, lectures about
the culture and exhibitions are read on a regular basis.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

OFFICE AND LABORATORY
INFRASTRUCTURE
SKOLKOVO TECHNOPARK
Skolkovo Technopark group of buildings will become the
center of lab based research infrastructure of the Innovation Center for the startups taking part in the project.
Technopark construction is split into two stages. The first
stage with an area of 95 thousand m2 is scheduled to be
put into operation in H2 2016. The four storey building of
the first stage consists of two blocks connected with a covered pedestrian gallery and qualifies as Class B+ and
LEED Silver environmental standard. One of the blocks is
for the Foundation participants’ offices, and the other one
is for the common use centers, labs, storage areas for
components and chemicals, hackspace and coworking.
The buildings will also host business and acceleration
services.
The common use centers with required research infrastructure will cover an area of 4 thousand m2. Startup of-
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fices and labs will cover ca. 20 thousand m2. Participating companies will be located in accordance with the
zoning plan, which provides for about 20 industrial sectors based on the key innovative priorities of the
Foundation. Thus, the participants conducting research
and development in similar or complementing scientific
areas will be in close vicinity of each other to achieve
synergy.

The first stage of the complex
with an area of 95 thousand m2 is
scheduled to be put into operation
in H2 2016.

INNOVATION CITY
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RESIDENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The employees of the Skolkovo Project and partners’ R&D
centers, as well as their families, students and teachers of
the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology will reside in a comfortable residential infrastructure currently
under development in the Innovation Center. Central District D2 is soon to commission Quarters 9–11 with the design of Quarters 1–7 already complete. The residential
estates are designed for families with various needs and
incomes. They may enjoy various residential options: from
affordable dormitories in the students’ quarter to business
class apartments, spacious town houses and detached
houses. Low population density and common environment
will contribute to a harmonious friendly neighbourhood.
The apartments are commissioned on turn-key basis, with
full finishing, in-built furniture and plumbing.

The residential estates are designed for families with various needs and incomes. They may enjoy various residential options: from affordable dormitories in the students’ quarter to business class apartments, spacious town
houses and detached houses.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

EDUCATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE: SKOLTECH

Skoltech campus Eastern Ring will be a complex of buildings with classrooms,
offices, conference and seminar halls, Students’ Center, library, leisure areas,
canteens and cafés, and research labs. The design and equipment of the complex are in line with the highest international standards.

The area of the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology is ca. 60 hectares with the campus being the center of attraction. The university building was designed by
Herzog & De Meuron Workshop, winners of the Pritzker
Architecture Prize. The campus is under a two-stage construction with the first stage, known as the Eastern Ring,
to be completed at the end of 2016. Skoltech campus
Eastern Ring will be a complex of buildings with a total
area of ca. 140 thousand m² to be comprised of classrooms, administration and faculty offices, conference and
seminar halls, Students’ Center, library, leisure areas, canteens and cafés, and research labs. The design and
equipment of the complex are in line with the highest international standards. In addition to ordinary classrooms
and labs, Skoltech campus will have classrooms equipped
with devices for interactive communication with major research laboratories of the world. Such an interactive
classroom will have several student groups work simulta-
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neously to solve a major comprehensive task, and using
web cams stay online with the laboratories, track their
processes, read the indications of the laboratory equipment. The campus will also include cohortspace, i.e.
workshops where students will manually construct models
and prototypes of their technical developments.

INNOVATION CITY
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EDUCATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE:
SKOLKOVO GYMNASIUM

The gymnasium is currently working
under Russian education programmes
and is open for children aged above
three and school children.

The international gymnasium of the Skolkovo Innovation
Center admitted its first students on 1 September 2015 in
the Moscow School of Economy in Zaytsevo. The gymnasium will later move to the Family campus in the Skolkovo
Innovation Center. The gymnasium is currently working
under Russian education programmes and is open for
children aged above three. The main focus is on natural
sciences, mathematics, information technology and foreign languages. The strategy approved by the Skolkovo
Foundation Council provides for two profiles: the Russian
one, where all subjects are taught in Russian, and the
English one, with all subjects in English. Currently, in the
first year, education is provided in Russian, however, the
Skolkovo International Gymnasium offers in-deep study of
foreign languages regardless of the selected profile. The
gymnasium is planning to receive authorization under all
International Baccalaureate programmes till the
end of 2016.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

FAR EAST REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICE OF THE SKOLKOVO
FOUNDATION

The Russian Far East Representative Office of the
Skolkovo Foundation opened in April 2015 to attract new
participants to the Skolkovo ecosystem and create an innovation community in the Far Eastern Federal District.
During 9 months of 2015, the office attended over 20
events intended to form an innovation community and interact with the other Russian regions.

Over 150 projects were considered, 79 companies applied
for the status, of which 30 became the Foundation participants. The office will continue to attract new participants in
2016 and will look for new partners in Asia Pacific, create
a business incubator and a startup platform based on the
Far Eastern Federal University.

Since its creation, the Far East
Representative Office of the
Skolkovo Foundation has been
applying intensive effort to establish an innovative community in
this Russian region, find new partners in Asia Pacific, create a Far
Eastern Federal University based
business incubator.
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INTERACTION OF SKOLKOVO
WITH RUSSIAN REGIONS
AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF
INDEPENDENT STATES

Kazakhstan and Belarus (the CIS
members) joined Russian Startup
Tour in 2015.

The Skolkovo Foundation is applying intensive effort to
support the development of technical entrepreneurship in
Russian regions and exchange innovative development
experience with the members of the Commonwealth of Independent States. In 2015, the Skolkovo Foundation entered into three cooperation agreements with the Russian
regions: Astrakhan and Tula Regions, and the Republic of
Tatarstan. The Foundation has entered into sixteen such
agreements, with the project membership consisting of
companies from 65 Russian regions. The regions support
the events and initiatives of the Foundation, contribute to
attracting new participants and funding, assist in the sales
of innovative products. The Foundation also collaborates
with Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Armenia, operates the CIS
interstate innovative collaboration programme for the period till 2020. The key instrument of the regional interaction is the Russian Startup Tour whose geographical
coverage included Kazakhstan and Belarus (the CIS
members) in 2015.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

COOPERATION OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
WITH THE PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Further relations with the China,
commercialization of the startup
technologies in Russia and attraction
of new investment and participants
to the Skolkovo infrastructure resulted in the creation of the Skolkovo
Representative Office in China.
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The relationship between the Foundation and China
were initiated in 2012 as a result of Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s visit to Beijing and first cooperation
agreements entered into by the Skolkovo Foundation
and Chinese authorities.
In 2014, the Skolkovo Foundation, Russian-Chinese Investment Fund, Russian Direct Investment Fund, and the
Government of Shaanxi (China) made an agreement to
create Russian-Chinese Silk Road Innovation Park
Project in the premises of the Skolkovo Innovation Center with a total area of 161.9 thousand m2 to host over
100 companies. Year 2015 initiated the park design, year
2016 is scheduled to start construction. In 2015, Optograd Nanotech, a company of Skolkovo Foundation’s
Nuclear Technologies Cluster, entered into an agreement
with Shandong Trustpipe Industry in amount of
USD $41m to build a new production enterprise in China
based on innovative laser and plasma technologies of
making superhard coating. The technology makes the
production of paving 10 times faster and 7 times cheaper
than the existing analogues. The product launch is
scheduled for 2016-2017.
The Chinese Cybernaut Investment Group is planning to
invest USD $70 mln in a joint venture with Dauria Aerospace, a partner of the Skolkovo Foundation, in Hong
Kong that will create and place in Earth’s orbit satellites
for making spaceborne imagery of more than 100 major
cities of the world. This is going to be the first solution in
the world that enables comprehensive space monitoring
of cities’ functioning, assessment of city-planning solutions and infrastructural projects.
The deal is going to be a major one in throughout the
history of private space exploration. Furthermore, year
2015 had China hold three road shows with participation
of 13 Skolkovo Foundation startups. Further relations
with the China, commercialization of the startup technologies in Russia and attraction of new investment and
participants to the Skolkovo infrastructure resulted in the
creation of the Skolkovo Representative Office
in China.

REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES
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OFFICIAL DELEGATIONS
AND INTERNATIONAL
CONTACTS OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
Skolkovo Foundation’s international events covered 20
countries in 2015. The key partner countries were Japan,
Korea, France, Germany, Brazil, the USA, Cuba, and China
with a total of over 200 activities held with partners.
In March 2015, Skolkovo Foundation was visited by a delegation headed by Gregory Kam Leung SO, Secretary for
Commerce and Economic Development of Hong Kong. The
Hong Kong party told about the advantages of its jurisdiction for the development and protection of rights to technologies with their further implementation in mainland
China. The event covered the issues of the Skolkovo Foundation startup acceleration programme in Hong Kong and
the achievements of the participants who had started work
in mainland China. As a follow-up to the visit, December
2015 had an intellectual property cooperation agreement
signed with the Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
June 2015 had the Skolkovo Foundation host Aldo Rebelo,
the Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation of
Brazil, and José Raimundo Braga Coelho, Director of the
Brazilian Space Agency. The visit mostly focused on collab-

oration regarding Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology and the startup projects. The visit resulted in further
negotiations of particular projects regarding the Skoltech
Space Center with a business mission being prepared for
the companies offering step-ahead solutions in oil and gas
industry and metallurgy. On 8-10 September 2015, nine
Skolkovo Project Participants took part in Skolkovo Foundation’s business mission to the Republic of Korea. The
event held over ten negotiations with Korean companies resulting in startups’ entering into commercial contracts, including with SolidEng, Korea’s major integrator, and
continuing negotiations on substantive cooperation.
On 29 September 2015, Jean-Maurice Ripert, Ambassador
of the French Republic to Russia, and the Skolkovo Foundation held the Day of France. The event was attended by
the heads of over 100 French companies operating in Russia. The Day of France had collaboration initiated with the
French accelerator NUMA and French R&D Club established in Russia. Six Skolkovo Foundation residents who
had pitch sessions are negotiating with potential partners.

On 29 September 2015, Jean-Maurice
Ripert, the Ambassador of the French
Republic to Russia, and the Skolkovo
Foundation held the Day of France.

In March 2015, Skolkovo Foundation was
visited by a delegation headed by
Mr. Gregory Kam Leung SO, Secretary
for Commerce and Economic Development of Hong Kong.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

SKOLKOVO PROJECT
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC MODERNIZATION
AND INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT UNDER THE
PRESIDENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

selects the Project management
company;
selects the area for the
Innovation Center.

FOUNDATION GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
supervises Project implementation;

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

endorses Project Rules.

determines promising directions of activity;
approves Project budget;

FOUNDATION COUNCIL

approves Project Rules;
approves major transactions.
acts as a representative in relations with the
government authorities and the general public;

PRESIDENT

determines development directions.
controls operating activity;
prepares Project budget;

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

approves major transactions;
approves the construction programme
of the Innovation Center.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

manages operations.

ADVISORY BODIES OF THE FOUNDATION
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY
COUNCIL

CITY PLANNING
BOARD

INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL

relations with the
academic community

relations with the architectural
community

relations with the key
project partners
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE SKOLKOVO PROJECT
Dmitry Medvedev
Chairman of the Government
of the Russian Federation

Igor Agamirzyan

Denis Manturov

Chairman of the Board,
Director General of Russian Venture
Company (OJSC).

Minister of Trade and Industry
of the Russian Federation

Zhores Alferov
Co-chairman of the Skolkovo Foundation
Scientific Consultative Council, Vicepresident of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, President of Saint Petersburg
Academic University and Research and
Education Center of Nanotechnologies
of the Russian Academy of Sciences

Nikolai Nikiforov
Minister of Communications and
Mass Media of the Russian
Federation

Anton Siluanov
Minister of Finance
of the Russian Federation

Ivan Bortnik
Executive Officer
of the Association of Innovative
Regions of Russia

Sergey Sobyanin
Mayor of Moscow

Vyatcheslav Volodin
First Deputy Chief of Staff
of the Administration of the President
of the Russian Federation

Vladislav Surkov
Assistant to the President
of the Russian Federation

Arkady Dvorkovich
Deputy Chairman
of the Government of the Russian Federation

Alexei Ulyukayev
Minister of Economic
Development of the Russian
Federation

Vladimir Dmitriev
Former Chairman of the State Corporation
“Bank for Development and Foreign
Economic Affairs” (Vneshekonombank)

Vladimir Fortov

Dmitry Livanov

Andrey Fursenko

Minister of Education and Science
of the Russian Federation

Assistant to the President
of the Russian Federation

President of the Russian
Academy of Sciences
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

FOUNDATION COUNCIL
Viktor Vekselberg

Craig Barrett

Co-chairman of the Skolkovo
Foundation Council, President
of the Skolkovo Foundation

Co-chairman of the Skolkovo Foundation
Council, former President and Chairman
of the Board of Intel Corporation

Anatoly Alexandrov

Gleb Nikitin

President of the Bauman Moscow
State Technological University

First Deputy Minister of Industry
and Trade of the Russian Federation

Vladimir Artyakov
First Deputy Director General
of Russian Technologies State
Corporation

Alexander Povalko
Deputy Minister of Education
and Science of the Russian Federation

Esko Aho
Executive Chairman of the Board,
East Office of Finnish Industries Ltd;
Senior Fellow of Harvard University;
Consultative Partner of Nokia
Corporation, Prime Minister of Finland
in 1991-1995.

Dmitry Pumpyansky
Chairman of the Board of Directors
at TMK OJSC

Vladimir Rashevsky
Martin Bouygues
President, Director General,
co-owner of Bouygues,
a French industrial group

Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of the Siberian Coal
Energy Company (SUEK)

Oleg Fomichev
Alexander Galitsky
Managing Partner,
Almaz Capital Partners

Andrey Ivanov
Deputy Minister of Finance
of the Russian Federation
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State Secretary and Deputy Minister
of Economic Development of the
Russian Federation

John Chambers
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Cisco Systems Inc.

Mikhail Kovalchuk

Anatoly Chubais

President of the Kurchatov
Institute National Research Center

CEO of RUSNANO, Chairman
of the Management Board, Fund
for Infrastructure and Educational
Programs

Edward Crawley

Eric Schmidt

Professor, former President
of the Skolkovo Institute of Science
and Technology

Executive Chairman, Google Inc.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE SKOLKOVO
FOUNDATION COUNCIL IN 2015
The Foundation Council is the supreme governing body of the Foundation and
is in charge of strategic management of the Foundation’s operations, identifies
priority areas of its activities, the principles of how to form the Foundation and
use its property, approves the annual report and annual balance sheet, the
Foundation’s mission and strategic development. In 2015 the Foundation
Council held five meetings, including one correspondence meeting.

In the field of education development
In 2015 the Foundation Council approved the parameters
of further cooperation between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Skolkovo Institute of Science
and Technology. A major decision was to approve
Skoltech’s cooperation with the non-profit organization
of higher education, Innopolis University.

In the field of city planning
Continuing changes in the economic situation had a number
of decisions approved regarding optimization of the construction programme in 2015. The territory of the Skolkovo
Innovation Center had a construction concept approved regarding residential quarters and social infrastructure.

In the field of strategic development
The Foundation Council attaches great importance to determining strategic areas, including constant development

of the relations with the key partners. For example in 2015
it was decided to open the Foundation's Representative
Office in the People’s Republic of China in the framework
of international cooperation.

In the field of the Foundation’s corporate
governance improvement
Year 2015 continued the formation of a transparent and
efficient system of corporate governance, including major
amendments to the Regulations on grants, Rules of affording premises and non-residential premises, improvements to the Regulations on partnership status, Rules of
healthcare activities.
The 33rd International Association of Science Parks and
Areas (IASP) World Conference in Moscow had its preparation plan approved for 2016.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
Viktor Vekselberg
Co-chairman of the Skolkovo Foundation Council,
President of the Skolkovo Foundation

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
Igor Drozdov

Sergey Osipov

Acting Chairman of the board of the
Foundation, Senior Vice President
for Legal and Administrative Issues

Senior Vice President for Audit

Vasily Belov

Alexander Chernov

Senior Vice President for Innovation,
Chairman of the Grant Committee

Senior Vice President for External
Communications and Advertising

Grigory Burenkov
Senior Vice President for Economics
and Finance
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GRANT COMMITTEE
OF THE SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION
MAJOR TASKS OF THE GRANT COMMITTEE:
makes decisions regarding the provision of grants to the Skolkovo Project participants;
makes decisions on considering reports on innovative project implementation;
assesses Foundation experts’ functional performance.

PROVISION OF GRANTS TO THE SKOLKOVO PARTICIPANTS

meetings of the Grant Committee
held in 2015

12
1,524.9
42
47

amount of grants
provided

mln roubles

reports of grantees
examined

5

of which
are admitted

projects
examined:

48

projects
approved:

37

projects with grants denied
or returned for elaboration

11
19

of which financing
will continue

23

report on the last
stage taken into
consideration

reports with cancelled further financing or returned for elaboration.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY
COUNCIL OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION

The Counci:
recommends on the methods of project due diligence;
recommends on relations with the scientific community
to attract them to Project implementation;
holds conferences and seminars related to the
Project implementation;
recommends to the Foundation Council regarding
promising R&D areas that might be implemented
as part of the Project;
recommends to the Foundation Council regarding
the organization of educational activities under the Project.
In 2015 two offsite meetings of the Scientific Advisory Council
were held: on 10 April in the Kant Baltic Federal University in
Kaliningrad and on 23 June in the Academic University of the
Russian Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg. The
Council held another meeting on 18 December in the
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology.
The main issues discussed on the plenary sessions and sessions of the Scientific Advisory Council in 2015:
interim results of the Skolkovo Innovation Project;
new areas of R&D in the Skolkovo Project:
biotechnology in agriculture;
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adjustments to the lists of innovative priorities
of the clusters;
reports on the activities of the Center for Applied Research
on Computer Networks and the Center of Quantum
Technologies;
interim results of the project of creation of the Research
and Education Center of Energy Efficient Catalysis,
a subdivision of the Novosibirsk State University, and the
Scientific and Educational Center of Molecular Beam
Epitaxy in the Saint Petersburg Academic University
of the Russian Academy of Sciences;
approval of the priority areas (foresights) on
telecommunications topics for Space Technologies
and Telecommunications and Information
Technologies Clusters;
on solar power development in Russia;
collaboration opportunities between the Skolkovo
Innovation Center and the Kaliningrad Region.
Additionally, at the meetings of the Scientific Advisory Council
were discussed the project results of the most successful
companies participating in Skolkovo.
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INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL OF THE
SKOLKOVO FOUNDATION

In 2015 three meetings of the Industrial Advisory Council were held,
including one offsite in Saint
Petersburg. The Council had further
development of the relationship between Skolkovo and Open Government as one of the major items on
its agenda in 2015.

The Council is in charge of the Foundation’s relations with
the key partners, which are leading industrial companies
cooperating with the Skolkovo Project. One of the key
tasks of the Industrial Advisory Council is to involve key
partners in the management of the emerging ecosystem
of the Innovation System. The Council also develops proposals to promote innovative activity in Russia and improve regulatory mechanisms and state policy in the field
of innovation. The members of the Industrial Advisory
Council are foreign business corporations, as well as the
Russian innovative business representatives.
In 2015, three meetings of the Industrial Advisory Council
were held, including one offsite in Saint Petersburg. One
of the major items of the agenda of the Industrial Advisory
Council in 2015 was further development of the relationship between Skolkovo and the Open Government, including various aspects of legal regulation of import
substitution, promotion of production localization of foreign
companies. A special emphasis was put on partners’ joint
participation in the 33rd IASP World Conference 2016.
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CONCLUSION
The Skolkovo Project has covered a long way since its inception five years ago: from paper drafts to the Innovation
Center under construction, and the innovative ecosystem
in operation including over 1400 technological startups
from 65 Russian regions, and 66 leading Russian and international industrial companies. However, we have yet
much to accomplish to make Skolkovo a leading center of
innovation of the world.
The key elements of the innovation city have been
formed: the Skolkovo Technopark buildings, first residential quarters and R&D Centers, and transport ways of the
city have been completed. The next several years will
focus on the development of the infrastructure and the
urban environment, turning Skolkovo into an adequate city
with everything that is needed for research and living. For
example, the buildings of the Skolkovo Institute of Science
and Technology and the family campus, the Gallery business center are soon to be completed, the largest transfer
hub, the key facility of the transport infrastructure, is in its
active stage to support highway and railway transportation
on the Smolensk route. The innovation system as part of
the Innovation Center will continue its formation. Over 100
participants have settled in the city, on commissioning of
the Technopark complex and partners’ R&D centers, the
number of jobs in Skolkovo will multiply.
In addition to the physical infrastructure, innovative projects are growing. While recent years celebrated project
participants’ revenues or attraction of first investments as
milestones, today every 25th participant has overcome the
revenue threshold of RUB 100 mln per year. Participants’
commercializing activities go well beyond the Russian borders with the startups accessing foreign markets in the
USA, Canada, EU, South Eastern Asia countries. By the
end of 2015, 149 participants declared successful sales in
40 countries. Maturing projects create a demand for acceleration, a new service package for attracting venture investors to projects and launch innovative products on the
markets, including international ones. The pilot projects of
acceleration and competence centers are intended to verify whether the new service models for the project participants are feasible.
Skolkovo is not constrained within the Innovation Center
in its existence, in 2015 the Foundation opened a branch
in the Russian Far East and initiated the creation of a representative office in China. Skolkovo holding the 33rd
IASP World Conference indicates that the project is gaining success on the international level.

The key elements of the innovation
city have been formed: the Skolkovo
Technopark buildings, first residential
quarters and R&D Centers, and
transport ways of the city have been
completed.
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SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER

CONTACTS
GENERAL CONTACTS
Phone: +7 (495) 956 00 33, +7 (495) 967-01-48
Fax: +7 (495) 739 53 06, +7 (495) 967-01-96
Legal address: 4, Lugovaya Street,
Skolkovo Innovation Center area, Mozhaysky District,
Moscow, 143026
E-mail for incoming correspondence:
SKFoundation@sk.ru
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